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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
Present Appearance
The Merrimack County Courthouse is a free standing two-story building faced with 
buff brick and white granite, a popular regional material. The building's 
facade is organized into a three-bay main block flanked by lower wings of two 
bays each. A paneled brick parapet ranging between brick pedestals screens 
the truncated hip roofs of the main block and each wing. A pair of hooded 
interior chimneys are located on the north and south<roof slopes of the main 
block, and smaller chimneys are found on each wing.

Ten banded brick pilasters, each topped by a granite capital carved in a 
freely adapted composite motif., frame the courthouse's facade and delineate 
each bay. Their verticle emphasis is balanced by a simple white granite 
architrave, unornamented frieze and undeveloped cornice which is accented by 
modillions. The visual impact of the cornices is somewhat diminished by the 
brick parapet directly above, which provides additional horizontal emphasis.

The recessed main entrance to the courthouse is located in the central bay of 
the main block. Oak doors featuring large single-pane glass lights above 
raised panels provide entrance to the lobby. The entrance is sheltered by a 
semicircular granite arch supported by engaged colonnettes whose capitals are 
carved in a Romanesque Ionic motif. An egg and dart moulding embellishes the 
archivolt, and the spandrels are carved in a floral motif.

The entrance arch is framed by two pilaster strips supporting a frieze and 
pediment, whose tympanum is also carved in a floral motif. Where the granite 
frieze and pediment intersect the brick pilasters, no capitals are provided for 
articulation or visual emphasis; the pilasters are carried directly into the 
second story.

Paired double-hung, one-over-one sash flank the entrance to the courthouse, 
each set distinguished by a rectangular granite 1intel featuring a raised 
triangular section centered on its upper edge. The smooth faced lintels are 
set flush with the wall surface, as are the granite sills below each window. 
Identical window units are used in the two wings; each features two pairs on 
the first story and two above.

The courtroom space on the second floor of the main block is articulated on 
the facade by the use of large windows. These four-1ight double-hung sash, with 
transoms above, are located in the two outer bays. Between them is a shorter 
rectangular window centered over the main entrance. The three windows each 
have granite lintels and sills. A granite name plaque flanked by two decorative 
panels carved with swags ornament the uppermost wall surface of the main 
block's facade.

The Merrimack County Courthouse .is clearly derived from classical precedents 
in massing and symmetry, and appears to borrow from the Romanesque for some of 
its details. Visual variety is provided by the restrained use of white granite 
ornament, the relatively elaborate entrance and the ten paneled brick pilasters, 
its most distintive feature. Symmetry and balance are emphasized through the 
placement of windows, whose large lights and shallow reveals reduce their

(See Continuation Sheet #1)
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Description (Continued)

three dimensional impact on the overall form. The quiet polychromy of buff brick 
and white granite underscores the building's solemn presence.

Original Appearance
In March, 1852, a committee was appointed in Concord to make arrangements "for 
the erection of a new building on or adjoining the site of the town house, with a 
town hall, courtroom and other offices in the same" (Lyford, P. 442)." 
The newly chartered city of Concord agreed to finance the building jointly with 
Merrimack County, and upon completion, both city and county would occupy the structure, 
The May 30, 1855, New Hampshire Patriot & State Gazette contained a full report of 
the cornerstone laying ceremony attended by Governor Nathaniel B. Baker, numerous 
city officials, and J.L. Foster, the building's architect.

The "New City Hall and Court House" was completed in January, 1857, at a cost of 
$56,000. The detailed description of the building which appeared in the New Hampshi re 
Patriot and State Gazette at that time noted that the brick structure's 54 foot 
wide main block was flanked by wings of 33 feet each, and that the central section 
was "surmounted with a large dome which, with its circular finish at the top, is 
33 feet high, making the entire height of 95 feet" (1/14/1857, p. 2).* The article 
described the building':s arcaded wooden porch as one story in height, ten feet in 
depth, and located along the front of the main block and extending "so as to cover 
the entrances into the wings." *

A nineteenth century photograph of the courthouse used in Lyford's History of Concord 
corroberates this evidence. Entrance was provided by the doors located in each wing. 
The main block did not feature a central entrance because it housed the 51' x 70' 
City Hall on the ground floor. The photograph shows that the main block and wings 
each had pedimented roofs embellished by denticular ornament. A prominent belt course 
divided the building's two floors, with plain brick pilasters above and paneled brick 
pilasters below framing each of the facades' seven bays. The two-over-two double 
hung sash were framed by simple granite lintels and sills, and the only paired 
windows were found on the ends of the wings. The building's distinctive dome was 
set on an octagonal base at the center of the main block. Above the base, a 
low drum below the dome itself contained twelve small windows.

The City Hall and Court House served Concord and Merrimack County until 1904. At 
that time the city sold its interest in the building to the county for $20,000. 
(Merrimack Records, Vol. 361, p. 416). In the following year, the county considered

*See Bibliography for publication information for footnotes.
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proposals to remodel the building, as well as proposals for new construction.
Members of the county convention met in April, 1905, and voted to accept the remodeling
proposal submitted by George S. Forrest, a Concord architect. Forrest's plan called
for extensive remodeling of the building's interior, removal of the dome and porch,
and a new facing of pressed brick (necessitated by changes in window height).
The extensively remodeled building, completed in 1907, remains virtually unchanged
today.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The design of the Merrimack County Courthouse integrates Renaissance detailing within 
the massing of the original 1857 building. Neo-Renaissance design was popularized 
in public architecture at the turn of the century, and the courthouse exemplifies 
this (prominent) architectural phenomenon. As the first seat of Merrimack County 
and Concord's first City Hall, the Courthouse has witnessed the continuous growth 
of the area. The process of expansion which characterizes the building's history 
mirrors the social and political history of Concord and Merrimack County.

The Merrimack County Courthouse stands on land used for civic purposes continuously 
since 1790 when a one-story clapboard Town House was constructed. The Town House 
was doubled in size in 1823 when Merrimack County was formed with Concord as its 
shire town. By 1855 the functional requirements of the building's two occupants had 
outgrown the space available. The old building was moved off the site to make it 
available for the construction of Joshua L. Foster's imposing City Hall and County 
Court House building. In 1901, the City sold its half interest in the structure 
to the County and built a new City Hall on a separate site. Faced with the options 
of renovation or demolition and new construction, the County moved to renovate the 
44-year-old building according to plans submitted by George S. Forrest.

It is noteworthy that both architects associated with the Merrimack County Courthouse 
made lasting contributions to the State of New Hampshire. Joshua L. Foster, whose 
Concord architectural practice was terminated by the panic of 1857, later achieved 
considerable success in the newspaper industry. In 1872 he founded Foster's Da?ly 
Democrat, the Dover, New Hampshire, newspaper, which has maintained regional' 
circulation to the present day. George S. Forrest, who, like Foster, is a New 
Hampshire native, was the designer in the Concord firm of Kimball, Danforth, and 
Forrest. This firm is accredited with several prominent buildings throughout the 
state, including the A.E. Tilton House in Tilton, the Town Hall in Bradford, the 
Methodist Church in Pembroke, and the South Congregational Church in Concord.
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